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designed for use in the Advanced Technology Kill Vehicle (ATKV) a m e  vehicle ami%ived by UNL. 
Furthermore this test program will push the technology emelope of micr-kllik systems and support the 
development of future space control platfiim fw the Iseparrment of Defense. 

Microsat. A MicroSat is a small satellite weighing only a f;wr tetrar dkilogwms but mryhg ofdmatd ia host of 
lightweight sensors, inertial navigation instnamen ts, stated-the-art avionics d a GPS receiver. when quipped 
with a propulsion system and guidance, navigatiun and control SQ~€W=, the MicroSat has the ability to maneuver 
precisely in space in both orientation and translatiQn. When further equipped with smart vision b w d  image analysis 
software, the MicroSat can autonomously perform fimcticms such as r d w m  with m ~ t h t ~  ubject, close-in 
inspection, and even execute a dock with a n o h  satellite, a capability tlmt ha9 already been demonmared by LLNL 
in our high fidelity ground test apparatus. G r a d  c m  a d  Gontrol support a n  be mifbized and used only to 
augment and enhance the vehicle's performance by providing g r d  trwth howledge, such as ephemeris dat+~ 
MicroSats of this type can also fimctiun in a tele-robotic mode, with st mm-in-the-loop, to mre  effeGVively execute 
complex (less predictable) maneuvers and to p v i d e  a m d  presemce arsrbit (if anly in smogate farm) when 
and where one is required. 

This technology has been in development at LLNL since the lade 8Q's startbg with the Brilliant Pebbles and 
the Clementine programs. For the past several years it ttas continued as part of the C l e m e h  2 project and the 
subsequent MicroSat Technologies Program, and currently as part ofthe Nm-toxic hzmged Pmpulsion 
Development Program for MDA. Several prototype ground test vehicles have been built with fully functioning 
propulsion systems, avionics, and guidance d control software [ 11. Stgmifiet pmgm+s has h made itl the 
development of lightweight, mn-t~xk, PlGmped pr~~dsicm, the imegmticm of a d v d  COTS senwim irrrd compact 
avionics along with the development of precision guidauce and contml and dynamic ground flight-testing. A 
summary description of some or our Micro!% developments was pmented at 8 recent IEEE Am- cohference 
[ 13. The capability for the autonomous execution of vehicle maueuvers and the precision docking with another 
object, have been demonstrated over the past several years at LLNL's dynamic air-baring gmmd flight facility. 

With a k t  paced effort, we estimate that a PlweSat can be d w e l q d  within twu years' and flown past 
several targets during the third year. The approximate coet to develq the €%metkt itself will be in the range of $75 
M to $100 M depending on the amourit of develqm& selected, Adding launch and qmwiod cwts will bring the 
estimated program budget to $85M to $125M, depending on the choice uf &e launch vehicle and not including fhe 
cost of the target vehicles. The following sections provide addi t id  sqyxmng * technical detail for miseian adysis, 
Plumesat spacecrafi design, relevant MicroSat t e c ~ ,  launch v e k k  aptkxm, a preliminary schedule and 
cost analysis. 

The critical enabling technology for tylig iqm-tmt capability is the develqmem ~ f m  agile micrra-mellite or 

2.0 Proposed Operational Concept 
The basic operational concept of a Plumesat is to collect boost phase plum imagery as slrown ~II Figue 2.1 

and can be further described as follows. One ur mote PzuJnesats may be deplqed in a high-inclixwtim (e.&. polar) 
near-circdar low earth orbit at a nominal altitude of 408 h. In preprmm * for a plume collwtion experiment, a 
Plumesat will transfer into an elliptical orbit with its perigee at a desired aEtitude (1 00 km to 300 Irm) and location 
depending on the burnout altitude and location of the boosting target. The HumeSat can accomplish this by firing 
one of its thrusters to reduce its forward orbital velocity. "he exact am8u$t uf b v  reductin h depndeat on the 
desired altitude at perigee. The Plumesat can alss make small ixbital cztmeaim in 
azimuthal angle in order to achieve a more optimum target closing-amgle, at &e cast of &i%iod Av. By properly 
timing a wperative launch of a target missile, the PlumeSbt will arrive at the csffect location to  serve both the 
launch and the boost phase of the target launch vehicle. The PlunneSat will be able to Bbserve the high altitude 
plume imagery at close range including the endgame prtim of tlme engagement. "he Plumesat tlren collects this 
high-resolution plume imagery with both passive multi-spectral IR and active LAD= imagers as depicted in Figure 
2.2. This imagery is then down-linked to the ground for plume-ta4tmWdy and aimpoint image analysis. An 
appropriate increase of Av at the next apogee will retufl the PlwmeSat to a d e  near-circdm parking orbit. 

Using LLNL's patented pump propulsion technology we est$mtte that a Plumesat can have between 1-2 W s  
of Av, sufficient to enable it to perform the 5 to 7 plume collectiOn and fly+ experiments, thst have been base-lined 
for this mission. This Av w e  is a result of chousing eityPer a m-W minm-propelIant Hflz that w d d  have 1 
lads of Av or the base-he Plumesat vehicle, tha. would inc- a rm-b& &propellant (.sing H24 and 
kerosene) with approximately 2 kals of Av capability for the mission. For reitha prapelkmt load, it is estimated that 
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3.1 Sensor Payload Options 
The sensor payload consists of a collection of residual reikbished Clementine sensors tnat nave been either 

re-flight qualified or upgraded with new components. The sensor suite an the PlumeSat would include an imaging 
LADAR sensor, a LWIR sensor, a SW/MWIR camera, an W N i s  camera as well ag a Clementine Star Tracker used 
to update the Plumesat’s attitude and IMU drift In additiun we may want to flight quali.fy an uncoeled micro- 
bolometer imager to evaluate the perfornmance of this technology for BMD aplJlica,tions. The key active sensor is the 
Imaging LADAR sensor that provides both range and imagery simultaneously. The PlumeSat would track the 
boosting target with both its SW/MwzR and WNis trstcking cameras during the flyby portion of the engagement. 
As the PlumeSat begins closing on the boosting target both the LWIR and Imaging LpkDAR sensor would be used to 
observe the plume and hardbody with higher resoluticm d these sens~rs w d d  b t h  be used to s q p r t  a prediction 
for the location of the hardbody and the aimpoint in the endga.rrze imggery. The miniaturized uncooled LWIR 
imager would also observe the plume during flyby to compare its perl3- to the SW/MwLII imager. All of the 
collected imagery would be stored and then downhded over time using one BT more &mad stations. Figure 3.2 
shows the PlumeSat sensor suite based on Clementk sensors. 

The first and lower cost option would be to extensively imrporate rehbishd Clementine sertso~s into tbe 
Plumesat. This would be a relatively low risk approach since utilizing residual flight s e ~ l s o ~  hardware and 
components from the ClementiueLBrilliant Pebbles programs w d d  s i g n i M y  reduce the development required 
for this hardware. The Clementine/Brilliant Pebbles semm suite wae designed specifically for a boost phase 
intercept mission and is therefore a near-perfect SenSQr suite for these phemmenology missions. Furthemore, the 
sensors themselves were already space qualified during the Clementine mission. S e v d  sensor systems would be 
re-acceptance tested for flight and others would be refurbished mating their optical system with more d e r n  IR 
FPAs and their readout electronics. 

Advanced Technology Kill Vehicle (ATKV). The ATKV is a cowept vehicle design by LLNL that would support 
either boost phase or midcourse intercept missions. The Integrated Seeker h t  would be developed for the ATKV 
would incorporate both an active LADAR and passive multi-spectral LWIR imaging channels within a common 
optical system that can provide both boost phase and midcourse capability. 

. 

We are proposing two OP~~QXIS to implementing the BPI senax suite required for the Plumesat experiments. 

An option to the Figure 3.2 design is to develop an engineering prototype of the Integnlted Seeker for the 

I 

Figure 3.2 Shows the Plumesat sensor suite based on Clementhe sensors. - 
In this approach the basic prototype Seeker elements would be developed d inte SQlTleQfthe 

ultimate light-weighted elements would not be i n c m  due to cast d schedule. This prdatype Sepker 
represents a normal point along the development path during tbis Seeker’s development and off- an oppammity to 
demonstrate its performance in a near-aperational envircnnnent We have a l l d  24-nromhs for the development 
of a Plumesat. This is two months longer, than the time it took ta develop the otighd Clementine spacecraft and 
sensors. So this should be sufficient time to develop a flight prot~type of an Integrated ATKV Seeker for this 

I I* AlAAflrlDA Technology Conference and Exhibit, Mmtmy, Califmtia, 29 July-2 A- zoo2. 
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3.5 Image Acquisition and Processing 
Our current digital fiame grabber module used in our gr~und test vehicles, is a COTS board designed to 

provide a high-performance image acquisition and data handling interhe between the CompactPC1 b u  and high- 
speed digital cameras. It features 8 to 16 bit pixels, pixel clock rates of up to 20- multiplexed upemtion for 
cameras sharing the video channel, Automated Imaging LtssocristtiOn (MA) digital C ~ ~ I ~ K R L  compatibility, a Loak Up 
Table (LUT) to allow real-time hardware functions such as thresh-holding, a 16K by 32 bit FIFO buffer to support 
DMA over the CompactPC1 bus, and a Region of Interest (ROI) acqukition mode. For additional image processing 
capability, the fixme buffer module could inc~rporate a cgmmercid DSP bard  with lucal storage and an add-on 
mezzanine designed for hardware-based image compression. Any cmmer~ial hardware that has mt already been 
flight qualified would need to be put through a qualificatim process and in marry cases will require the redesign of 
the board to accommodate the flight environment. 

3.6 Vehicle Control 
The system interface module provides connection, control, and acquisition functions for the Plumesat 

guidance and navigation elements. The current module is an Industry Pack (P) d e r  hard  that uses serial IP 
modules to communicate with the IMU, GPS, and sensa system. A digital YO module controls the valve drivers. 
Operations that require physical connectiolls outside the PlumeSat would be handled via an external i n t e r f !  
module. Though not considered as part of this vehicle baseline, these w d d  include control of mechanisms used in 
docking and servicing missions such as robotic arms, grappling fixtures, and electrical connectors. 

3.7 Power Distribution and Management Systems 

satellite vehicle. There are a large number of options for these indudbag swfne that are undergoing qdification for 
space under Air Force sponsored efforts. We have iderstifbd light-weight high energy atpacity batteries rSeveloge8 
by Polystor, Inc. as viable candidates for flight qualification. There are several advanced solar cell technologies that 
can be used for future flight vehicles. Dual-junction cells and cmamtraW m a y s  offer the ability to maximize 
power generation in very low mass and small mas. The Wy-fixed exennal jacket of solar arrays and rechargeable 
batteries would act as a thermal blanket over the DACS prupulsian am. 

A power management controller would monitor and control the power tQ all afthe spacecrafl loads. It 
communicates with the system processor to provide the Capability to make made changes, cafty out power down 
commands to various components, and monitor the power system condition. This link also provides a way for the 
controller to signal the system processor of power system alarms and to alert it to the need for imminent shutdown. 
The PlumeSat would enter a powerdown mode autonomously by the system processor as a result of 
preprogrammed mission operations or as a result of detecting battery depletion via the master power distribution 
module. A further means would be receipt and confirmation of a PcJwer-down command from the ground station. 

For the Plumesat we would plan to utilize Li-ion rechargeable batteries for tlre operatian of this micro- 
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4.0 Mission Analysis 

requirements of the qacecraft, and (2) clolFing hematws ' d m i q  plume imstgety c o l l e c t i ~ ~ ~  We will iwestigate 
these requirements in detail in this sectiort We r d l  Figure 2.1 
experiment. First a target launch location is determmd * Given a & W d  howledge of the missile burnout velocity 
and position, the perigee of the new orbit can be decided say at pint Weled "periw. The apogee is then 
determined at point labeled "apogee" on the Plume% perkins circu&w @bit. Once the perigee d a p a p  points are 
determined, the transformation into an elliptical orbit with same perigee d apsgee points is possible. Knowledge 
of the orbital parameters allows us to determine the &&a1 period ad thus the lcxation Qf the PhmeSat as a function 
of time. To transform from a 4ookm circular orbit to an elliptiad orbit wi& a pigee at a desired p in t  requb a Ls-v 
change at the point chosen for the apogee [2]. The Av tawaeuvef Is to reduce &e orbitad ve1sCity so the phunestrt 
falls quicker to the perigee pint. The plume c0ll-m expdrmS I ~ b e d & g m x i ~ l t l Q O d e g t e e s f r a m t h e  
perigee point to simulate different crossing angles. Difkent cfosirqe: aspect &e &eortrptries can also be abmed by 
selecting different perigee altitudes. To retuna fraEn the eIlipdca d i t  ta the dgbl4QQ k!n parking h i t ,  an 
exactly equal Av is added to tbe orbital velocity & tlse a;paga psmt 

varying perigee altitudes. Note that a nominal 0.3 ds per each kilometer c 
noted that at aperigee of 100 km, almost90 d s o f b v  is needeck Byaddingamther EO d s  to accmmt for flyby 
slewing maneuvers, we concluded that a 100 d s  Av w d d  be dkient  fm each p b  collectiun experimenL We 
can restore the Plumesat to its orim safe parking orbit f& 88 additimd 1 60 d s  of bv ~r a f6taE Av budget of 200 
d s .  Figure 4.1 also plotted the orbital velacity at d i f f m  mgees. Note that the lower t8e perigee altitude, the 
higher will be the orbital velocity. Figure 4.2 shows the &tal peri9ds. €or difkrent perigee aleiaudes. The Iuwer the 
altitude, the shorter is the orbital period At a perigee 
corresponding orbital velocity of -7.93 M$. In additiorr t@ akre &v requirm for Gransferrig 10 e1lipUiwl orbits for 

rates during flyby and estimated Av r e w t  for atti- colrtrol system (ACS) pimfing an8 tracking, It is 
estimated that less than 5 d s  of Av is needed per flyby. 

There are two key missim requiremen& for ttbe P'ltume§at apedurx (1) tom Av i acceI&m 

sbws a typical scenario d a  plume O O U & ~ Q ~  

Figure 4.1 shows the Av needed for transfsrrimg horn out: inisiaE 400 km circakt d i t  to edWGa1 orbie with 
in mee altitude k ubmved. We 

of 100. Icm, the orbital p d i d  is d y  89.5 min wi%h 8 

plume imagery collection, more Av is needed far klina$i&n a d  azhmtbl I ~ h g e r ~ ,  F i m  4.3 S ~ O W S  the 

Figure 4.1 Av required to transfm to an elliptical 
Orbit for plume collection 

Figum 4.2 Orbital period of elliptical transfa orbit at 
di&mt perigee 
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For convenience, we also s h  the corretim 
maneuvers in Figure 4.4. Note that m a t i o n  f a  the apagee 
error is performed at the perigee, whereas correction for &e 
perigee error is performed at the apogee. On the 0th hand, 
correction for the ascending node is most effectively perfmed 
at 90" from the ascending node with an out of plane Ov burn. 
Correction for the inclination is most efktively Betformed at 
the ascending node. Correctron for the argument af periapeis 
can be p e r f o r m e d  near the perigee. Since the expected pleriapsis 
correction is small because of the near circular orbit, gaiaasis 
correction can be c o m b d  with the apogee miredion. Finally 
the correction for the phasing angle (endgame chase] can be 
performed by solving HilI's rendezvous eqmions [4]. 

To estimate the Av requirement, we compute the Av 
sensitivity matrix based on a nomiraal4001an x 40Okm satellite 
orbit as a hc t ion  of various error types. The derivatim ofthe 
sensitivity matrix is presented in Appendix A of [SI. The result 
of the calculation is shown in Table 4-2 below. Note that it 
takes 75 ds to perfoxm the orbit match, 50 d s  to bring the 
Plumesat to within 1 OOm of the desired satellite deployment 
location. An additional 25 ds is allocated fix spacemat 
attitude control and divert. Thus 150 d 5  of Av is used fix the 
initial orbit correction. Amuning 7 plume collection 

Y- 
equinox 

Figure 4.4 FlamjRSat maneuvers to correct the 
&tal injection errors. 

experiments at a 200 m/s each, and d h g  another 4 5 0 d s  far cm@geaq 
experiment during one of the flybys, this brings the totad &v for the PlwneSat mission to 2000 ds as shown in Table 
4-2 below. 

The Plumesat acceleration requkernent can be e&&iisM using the m a  that an impulse burn of lo0 d s  

lOOO/a. Choosing the acceleration a >I0 d s 2  m pater tlm Ig will r d t  in a 1oO-seounds or less of bum 

of Llv at apogee, to transfer to an ell- arbit slmulld. induce Iess thm 1 ?4 of aut-af-$'&ir~e AV error. &en a 
spacecraft pointing error of less than me milli-mdian, we &tisin the amaamt * on the dwatian uf the impulse burn 
oft 
time in which the s p a c e d  must maintain a pointing ~ITH of less than one milli-radian. 

Ascending node I 50 
Orbit inclination 1 3 3 d s p w d e g  I 0.05 de g I ZQ ,- 

~ 

Ar j?ument of perig ee 0.79 d s  per dea 03 &g 1 
Correction to within laOm 10 km 50 
Of Flumesat desired position 

Mission requirement for 1400 
7 plume collection experiments 
@ 2 W s  each 
Reserve for potential snUlation 450 
of intercept homing maneuvers 
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operate the ATKV fkst as a microsat and then as a space bi&d Mefaptm . Figure 4.6 ihsm&s th& mmept 
showing first the mimSat mission phase and then the intercept daxxtmsMa where the sn-orbit s q p w  lifejacket 
is shed to enable the ATKV to be tested with its €ull agility. 

. 

I 

Figure 4.6 Shows the ATKV in a Plumesat experiment as it sheds its €ifkjwket far am inferoept demo. 

5.0 Launch Vehicle Options 

placing a micro-satellite in orbit. The Plumesat is a very mall, lsw inass paylcd, which is well matched to the 
smaller launch capacity of the Pegasus (see Figure 5.1 the photagtayh and Figure 5.2 the Imetface Diagram ). 
Pegasis is an excellent choice for a dedicated launch vehicle tirr the PIumeSaS mission, and it may be possible to 
share the ride and launch costs with another customer if dwr orbits csfil be the same. 

sufficiently small that it could be integrakd in the voIume all& fm piggy-back OT secondary payloads. Drnmg 
the Brilliant Pebbles program LLNL was the Grst to use this valume to launch a secmw payload aff of sfthe Delta- 
Il with a bus developed by Ball Aerespace for this purpc~ie. This early microsat incaporated a semm suite dearly 
generation Brilliant Pebbles sensors. Figure 5.3 shows thi8 Microkt &ring its find integration and assembly. 

During a previous study[5], we have explored the qtim of using fhe Pegasus expendable launch vehicle for 

Alternately the Plumesat c d d  fly as a secondary payload cm the Delta-I1 launch wehide. The FhrmeSat is 

, 
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Figure 5.1 Photograph of Pegasus payload fairing with 
two stacked micro-satellite payloads 

Figure 5.2 Pegasus Payload Interface Diagram 
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7.0 Summary Statement of Oppwtumity 
With the ABM Treaty m longer a m-t and ~IIZ renewed &eresf, and commitment to enhance national 

se~urity through better space manage- d ol.gaaiaa;tiom, as we11 as the c i m ? ~ ~ t  of new techolqgy to 
provide power projection in, fiom and thruugh qace as stated in Secretary m f e l d ’ s  recent cornmiion report on 
space management [6], we believe that LLNL’s proposed Plumest is just the kind of innovative technulogy that the 
c o ~ i s s i o t ~ ~ s  report is calling for. The FltumeSat vehicle sys;tem, when €ally dewelaped, w d d  give the IYeptuanexa 
of Defense a new capability to acc3ess spaGe. This system can bath collect needed plum imagery in suppat of boost 
phase BMD, as well as open up a new set of capabilities in the use of space for surveillance, defense and logistical 
control. 
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